
TIER 2(Trip for 2)
Must promote or re-qualify as a
Executive, National or Presidential
Director by the end of April 30, 2022  
Must have a minimum of four Frontline
Consultants achieve their Launch Bonus
during the incentive period*
Of these four Launch Bonus Legs, you
must have at least one Consultant
promote up to Premier Consultant via
Road to Regional 

TIER 3(Upgraded Trip for 2)
Must promote or re-qualify as an
Ambassador by the end of April 30, 2022 
Must have a minimum of two Frontline
Consultants achieve their Launch Bonus
during the incentive period*
Must have a minimum of ten Consultants
achieve their Launch Bonus where you
are the first upline Ambassador* 

This could be YOU!

'DESTINATION:
SAND KEY'
Incentive Trip
Earn your way toward a paid four day
exclusive getaway to Sand Key, Florida.
Escape to a beachside paradise at the
Clearwater Beach Marriott Suites by
doing the activities you're already doing
to grow your business.

Incentive Starts: October 1, 2021 
Incentive Ends: February 28, 2022

Promote or Re-qualify in
Rank

Help New Frontline
Consultants achieve
Launch Bonus

Develop New Consultants
through Road to Regional

WAYS TO EARN:

(Trip for 1)TIER 1
Must promote or re-qualify as a Regional
Consultant by the end of April 30, 2022  
Must have a minimum of four Frontline
Consultants achieve their Launch Bonus
during the incentive period*
Of these four Launch Bonus Legs, you
must have two Consultants promote up
to Senior Consultant via Road to
Regional (Max of one Senior Consultant
per leg)

*Must remain active the day after the
incentive period

APRIL 30,APRIL 30,
20222022

EXTENDED
EXTENDED



'DESTINATION: SAND KEY'
Guidelines

Must be active and in good standing with
Compliance at the time of the trip to be able to
attend. Incentive Trip will take place June 23-26,
2022.
Trip winners are responsible for booking their
own travel to and from the Incentive. Zurvita
pays maximum up to ($400 per person/$800
per couple) for airfare. Land travel will be
reimbursed by mileage ($0.56 cents/mile up to
$400). Mileage will be determined by Google
Maps from the home address on file to the host
hotel. Due to the booking policy of
hotels/activities, in the event of a cancellation on
your behalf, you must notify us by May 27, 2022
or a cancellation fee of $1,300/person will be
deducted from your commissions. Trips won
through this incentive are non-transferable.
There is no “cash option” for this incentive. If an
Incentive Trip Winner is unable to attend the
trip, for circumstances beyond one’s control, the
trip will be forfeited. 
Must Opt-In for the Trip prior to April 30, 2022
via the Z-Center.  
Must submit proof of travel by July 08, 2022 to
your corresponding Sales liaison in order to
receive travel reimbursement.  
Spouse accounts are not eligible to take up
more than one winning spot. Guests may not be
another Active Zurvita Consultant, unless it's
your spouse. Guests must be 18 years of age or
older to attend.  
If you qualify for Tier 1 and would like to bring
your spouse, there will be a $1,200 fee above
and beyond you paying their own way to get to
the hotel. 
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This could be YOU!

Regional Consultant: 12,000 QGBV (No more
than 7,200 GBV from any given leg) 
Executive Consultant: 30,000 QGBV (No more
than 18,000 GBV from any given leg) 
National Director: 60,000 QGBV (No more than
36,000 GBV from any given leg) 
Presidential Director: 90,000 QGBV (No more
than 54,000 GBV from any given leg) 
Ambassador: 150,000 QGBV (No more than
90,000 GBV from any given leg)

7. Rank re-qualification means one can use no more
than 60% max per any given leg. Example: 

8. Rank re-qualification at the end of the Incentive
Period (February) will determine which Tier of the
trip you qualify for. For example, if you began the
Contest as a Regional Consultant and promoted to
Executive Consultant during the contest period, the
Tiered group you qualify for would be the highest
rank you re-qualified for between Regional and
Executive Consultant.
9. Launch Bonus and Road to Regional
Senior/Premier Rank Bonus Requirements must
have an achieved date within the incentive period.
Example, if you have a new Consultant enroll in
September, but they qualify for either their Launch
Bonus or Road to Regional Senior/Premier Bonuses
during the incentive period, they would count.
10. Fabricated accounts and placed orders under
them will not count and will be suspended from
Zurvita without pay. Zurvita reserves the right to
disqualify a Consultant from the Incentive if they are
paying for other customer or Consultants orders.
We reserve the right to modify or replace any part
of these Terms and Conditions and terminate this
offer at any time without notice. IP addresses,
shipping addresses, billing addresses and credit
cards will be tracked to prevent fraud. 
11. Hotel Destination Address: 1201 Gulf Blvd,
Clearwater Beach, FL 33767.   


